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Dear children,

I come, on this day, as Mother of the life of the oceans, so that humanity may hear the cry of the
oceans, so that the human being on the surface may become sensitive and abandon cold
indifference.

I come as the voice of the oceans, so that it may be heard, so that My children may pray for one of
the resources that is at risk throughout the planet.

Let us pray, children, so that pollution may no longer be the threat to all marine life.

Let us pray so that no more oil will be spilled into the oceans, so that the blood of the depths of the
planet may no longer be extracted for the benefit of the same few.

Let us pray for the life of the oceans.

Let us pray so that the life of the oceans may no longer be the largest human graveyard in history
and that the nations may commit to helping in the rescue of the lives of refugees.

Dear children, this is the painful scenario of the oceans, it is the faithful witness of the
unconsciousness of humanity and, above all, of the lack of common sense and discernment.

I ask you, more than ever, to do something for the oceans and for the majority not to stand by and
watch the life that the universe has granted you self-destruct.

It is time to become aware, dear children, because there is no more time, and afterwards there will
be no chance for you to lament.

Let us pray for the cruelty suffered by the oceans and all marine beings, so that the suffering, which
is caused by the bloody hand of man today, does not go unpunished, and this does not return to
humanity through more people missing in the seas, or in the inexplicable drought of large
freshwater reserves in the world.

Stop harming the oceans. Today, they cry out through the voice of Mother Nature.

Start doing something first in yourselves. I will be very grateful to all those who relieve the silent
pain of the oceans.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother, the Virgin Mary, Rose of Peace and Mother of the Oceans.


